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Agenda - How MBAs can engage to overcome hiring 
bias to get where they want to go

2

The Psychology of Career Change – Your Brain 
Avoids Risk

Strategies for helping MBAs to align 
expectations with reality

How MBAs can re-brand their experience in a 
way that hiring managers see as an asset.

Tactics to motivate resistant networkers to create 
ambassadors.



Think about the last time you changed 
jobs – choose the “best” answer

• A = Did you change companies, but essentially had the 
same job function in the same industry?

• B = Did you change industries, but stayed in the same  
job function?

• C = Did you change job function, but stayed in the same 
industry?

• D = Did you change industries and job function?
• E = I haven’t  changed jobs since the Jurassic era



Types of Career Switchers

3 Very Challenging 
“Single Switcher –

Function”

1. Least Challenging “Non 
Career Switcher –

Traditional Candidate”

4. Extremely Challenging 
“Double Switcher –

Function and Industry”

2. Moderately 
“Challenging – Single 
Switcher – Industry”

Functional Skills
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The farther you stray from traditional career trajectory, the harder it is to switchNon-switcher – traditional candidateModerately challenging – single switcher – industry.  You understand the skills and lingo, but lack direct experience.  Your goal is to prove that your functional knowledge is applicable and demonstrate how you would adapt and navigate effectively in unfamiliar industryVery challenging – single switcher – function.  Familiarity with industry is helpful, but need new knowledge, skills and credentials.  Business school, special cross-functional projects in order to gain hands-on skills.  You need somone to advocate for  you..  Gain direct experience through volunteering, practicums, self-applied training.  Easier to do for internal move than expternal job searchExtremely challenging – double switcher – function and industry.  Easy to get frustrated.  See this a lo in military.  Requires persistence, courage and sacrifice



Emotional Obstacles – Self

• Biology drives this

• Retrain assignment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those of you who changed industries and job function – how did you feel making the transition?Cling to how things are.  We are comfortableLetting go of what you accomplished thus far, salary cuts, lower organizational levels, relocations, leadership statusThe more fear we feel, the more we clingRequires you to truly negotiate what you can give up in the short termIf you aren’t willing to make any sacrifices, may career switching isn’t rightBrain habits – you are making decisions without understanding the deeper subconscious reasons behind them.Brain is pre-programmed to keep doing what it is used to doing.  Biology keeps us doing what we are doing.Brain detects and stores negative information longer than positive informationThis creates a sense of insecurity and anxiousness and self-doubtAction item  - for the next 30 days do something different each day.  Strengthens neural networks with taking chances and trying novel things.Our self-identityBias for negativityIdentify crisisAversion to loss



“Changing careers means changing 
identities…most professionals define 

themselves by their jobs…it can be difficult to 
let go of title, prestige, and recognition you’ve 

earned in your current profession.  Such 
massive changes can be frightening.

- Hermeninia Ibarra, Professor of 
Organizational Behavior, London Business 

School

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Changing careers means changing identities…most professionals define themselves by their jobs…it can be difficult to let go of title, prestige, and recognition you’ve earned in your current profession.  Such massive changes can be frightening.Hermeninia Ibarra, Professor of Organizational Behavior, London Business SchoolWith every life transition, there is a grieving process of letting go of your identity.Ego also causes people to struggle even if change will eventually make them happierBrain perceives job switch as a loss of identity and it struggles to maintain the status quo.To remedy, stop defining yourself by your job title or the company you work for, and start describing yourself in terms of how you add value.Undeerstand your strengths (expertise), how you are motivated to apply those strengths (interests), and your audience’s pain points (market)



The Concept of Loss 
Aversion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Humans hate lossUse story about what would you think if you got an email from payroll stating you will get an extra $200.  And if you got an email stating you would be losing $200. Describe the feelingBrain trick #1 – list pros and cons of career switich on piece of paper.  Separate short term vs long term lossesBrain trick #2 – Make a list of What ifs, and how you will address them.



Hiring Manager Does Not Want to Lose 
Either

Cost to replace a bad hire – 2 to 7x 
employee’s salary (Tassinari and Tassinari, Top 5 Hiring 
Mistakes & How to Fix Them)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Loss aversion affect hiring manager as well.Cost of poor hire is significantBy having insights into audience’s concerns, pain points, and desires can help you craft your messages to address these issues.Hiring manager will go with a safe candidate to avoid risking loss.  Want candidates who can hit the ground running.  They are not interested in your desire to learn or passion for the industry.  You have to offer something of concrete value.



“Thinking is difficult, that’s why most 
people judge”

- Carl Jung

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The job search is not about finding he one perfect candidate, it is weeding out unqualified candidatesEmotion is just as valid as rationalityRecruiter is scanning for differences.  Is relying on negativity bias.  As a switcher, your job is to minimize biases.In group bias – trust people who are most like them – actions – must get referrals, join conferences, social media site groups, keep showing up and you will be accepted as crowdConfirmation bias – once a first impression is made, people are quick to focus on behaviors to support impression, and dismiss behaviors which disprove it – trusted referral supports candidacyAmbiguity effect – most humans hate it an make assumptions to fill in what we don’t know.  An introduction by trusted referral source and a positive attitude, reliability, intelligence, fit and general likeabillty will fill in the unknowns.Emotion – while data and credidential and experience are useful, the hiring manager cares most is “will you make life easier and make the team look good doing it?  You have to connect those skills to outcomes and make the hiring manager feel relief.In business leaders study data to understand patterns and themes.  We have all sorts of data-driven steps in hiring process.  The more data the less likely to make a hiring error.  But in the end there is always, “there is something about that person…but couldn’t put a finger on it.Emotions play a role in every human decision.  Recognize it, connect the dot between your experience and how it will solve the hiring manager’s problems so that she will feel comfortable bringing you on board.



You Need Plan A, then a Plan B

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you can’t demonstrate that you’ve make an all in commitment, how can you expect them to make an all in investment in you?You have to show you have done your homework, and thought through all the details in order to show you are dedicated, serious, determined, willing to do the work, and make the sacrifices for chosen careerNo Plan B – shows you are expecting Plan A to fail.  Reduces your desire to pursue Plan AWE have plan Bs because brain is trying to keep you safe and away from danger which ambiguity bringsIf you must, put together a timeframe for plan A before moving on to plan BPractical side that dual branding doesn’t work.  Pursuing two career paths –Network will be confused, perceive you as unfocused or uncertain, won’t risk putting you in front of trusted contacts



It Starts Here –
Where Interest, Expertise, and Market 

Intersect

Expertise

MarketInterests

Plan A

Problem-solving 
(breakdown and re-
assemble)

• Understanding client 
concerns

• Mobilizing the team
• Coming up with 

innovative solutions
• Setting budgets
• Meeting timelines
• Finding efficienct 

processes
• Influencing vendors 
• Changing culture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interests – follow you professional energy which will never lead you astrayExpertise – Take a close look at your skills.  It is deeper than listing competencies as “problem solving or managing teams”. Break it down.  If you do you will identify overlapping transferable skills.  Ask the students - Where do you find the skills the audience wants?  Online job descriptions, feedback from your network, LI profiles, industry websites (use my consulting hack)MarketResearch the market to get a better understanding of the market.  Follow companies online through social media, read industry publications, read business news, scan job boards, Google the industry.InterestsList work accomplishments, focus on parts of the project which truly energized and motivated you.  Write about it.Review patterns.CareerLeaderPast performance reviewsSkillsFor each job, list different projects, achievements, or responsibilities, awards, promotions, training, certification.Drill down to most basic skills which contributed to the success of those.



Sample Bullseye Worksheet
(Switchers by Dawn Graham)

Category Target

Industry Healthcare technology

Function/Department R&D or marketing

Title/Position Product manager

Level Manager or team lead

Duties and responsibilities Research and analyze market needs, oversee design specs, manage 
timetables and budget, guide strategic branding

Companies Fitbit, Biotricity, Chrono Therapeutics

Geography San Francisco

Culture Progressive midsized copany or mature start-up, growth culture, concerned 
with social impact

Size Fewer than 500 employees, growing globally

Compensation Minimum base of $110k, ideally a merit bonus

Pain Points I Will Solve Navigate global regulations, build customer and vendor base through contacts 
in healthcare industry

Skills Knowledge of regulatory practices; combination of legal experiences, 
healthcare knowledge and programming expertise

Network

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of creating a targeting profile



Won’t I limit my options, if I’m too 
focused?

Which is better?

• “After spending ten months taking online technology 
courses, and volunteering with local nonprofits to set up 
patron databases, I’m confident a full time career in 
customer analytics is a great fit for my skills and 
interests?

• “I thought it would be pretty cool to work in a start up 
doing big data analysis”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you are clear and focused, people perceive you as intentional, confident.People want to help people who are self-assured, and poised.Being focused will pay off by creating ambassadors to open doors to decision makers. What do I mean by that?



Action Item – Research Your Brand

• Select 20 people
• Email

– What are my strengths
– Areas which need more improvement
– What am I known for in a group
– Or list three words that describe me

• What themes and patterns emerge?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this point, your brand is probably built around what you are doing now and your current associations, not what your career change is targeted to. Bottom-line is that the billion bits of information that people take in from you is how they experience you.  You have already established  brand.  IN other branding workshops I characterize it as “the user’s experience while working with you.As people we take in all these bits and pieces consciously and mostly unconsciously to judge and characterize other people.



Craft Your Brand in Five Steps

Step 1 Know Your Goal and Your Audience’s Pain Points

Step 2 Know the Product (You)

Step 3 Know Your Differentiators

Step 4 Identify Your Brand Value Proposition

Step 5 Test and Evaluate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your brand is the foundation of which your entire career strategy is build.Your brand is how others come to know you and how they expect you to appear.  Consistency builds trustRebranding is essential for a switcher.  Potential employers have to visualize you as a fit for chosen role and take a chance on you as nontraditional candidate.Know your Gould and Audience’s Pain Points – what do you want to be known for and by whom?  You plan A is in place.  Your audience is hiring decision makers and you want to know a lot about them so you can show you how your contributions will solve pain points.  Research.  SWOT.  Strengths of industry market, company; weaknesses.  Changes and opportunities happening now.  Threats?  Key differentiators.Know the product (you).  Build your Who am I map.Know your differentiators.  What sets you apart for others in the field.  Be able to answer “why should we hire you over the other qualified candidates?”  As a switcher, you have to show hiring manager you have the skills, and then second to use your differentiators as leverage leverage to show  your advantage.  (This is not easy, make take time to figure out)Brand Value Proposition is how you solve your audiences pain points.   This is how you will introduce yourself online, your network, the projects you take on and how you show up.Test and evaluate.  Be aware of how people react and question so you can create clarity in further iterations. 



Craft Your Career Story
(It Has to Make Sense)

Hired

Why? 
(Motivation)

How? (Fit)

What? 
(Abilities)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Logic matters.Show can, will fit slideEmphasis the motivation part (this separates from the traditional job seeker)What – traditionally we focus on what – skills.  True, direct experience will be a deterrent.  If a hiring manager is overly focused on previous experience in traditional roles, it will be difficult for a switcher.  Accept that you may have to focus on organizations that place a higher value on fit and motivation.How (Fit) – Approach to tasks, personality characteristics, work habits, communication style aligns with team and organizational culture.  Research has shown hiring managers rate likeability and positivity as top traits and often trump skills.  Be likeable, engage your network, and seek out cultures that look for characteristics in which you embody.Why (Motivation).  - Hiring managers are asking themselves, Why this role?  Why here at our company?  And why now..  This is where your career story comes into play.  Hiring managers what to make sure the switch isn’t a whim.  Your task is to convince the decision maker your decisions ae well though out, demonstrated a commitment, have a grand plan, understand gap areas and have plan to address them.



Craft Your Career Story (continued)

• Why are you really making this change.  Authenticity is 
key.

• What were your pivot points?
• What aspects of the story will resonate most strongly 

with the audience? Hiring managers are concerned with 
our commitment to the new role or company, and how 
you came to the conclusion

• What evidence do you have that you have invested in 
and made progress toward the commitment (an MBA?)

• How have the above steps prepared you for this role?
• What makes you different than all the other candidates.
• When (if) appropriate what are your future goals?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your career story is dynamic.  Flesh it out after each conversation in the job search process.  Over time it will be easier to anticipate employer’s concerns and assure him/her



What Got You Here, Won’t Get You There 
(You Need a Non-Traditional Job-Search Process)

• Almost zero success (Why?)

• Online applications
• Executive recruiters/headhunters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Online – this is where everybody goes first.  This is a trap for a lot of folks.  We rely on what worked for us before, rather than finding the best solution for the problem.  Your brain simplifies the process about what works best in the past which leads you to miss what is actually going on.Little effort to do, but little reward.  But you get a dopamine affect.  Other dynamicsThe jobs are already earmarked for other candidates from hiring managers network.Internal candidates already had first crack.Awesome jobs are usually filled before they hit the mega job sites.Networking should be your first step.  This bypasses the online obstaclesMost people don’t, so there is less competition.ATS robot systems are weeding out applicants based on keywordsThe job has already expiredEveryone is applyingOnline jobs work best for lower skilled, lower paying positions. HeadhuntersAre paid by clients to find perfect matchHeadhunters don't sell switchersThey are sales people, not career coaches



Your marketing communications

https://careers.mba.ncsu.edu/res
ources/step-3-submit-your-
resume/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/johnrhutchings/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ResumesStrong profile highlighting relevant experience, skills accomplishments.  This will frame the reader’s expectationsAccomplishments, not tasks or passive responsiblilties.  Show impact.  Highlight how the work benefited the companyExmples of non-accomplishment oriented achievments – pg 130Use F Layout – this is how readers read, functional are old schoolAvoid empty phrases which aren’t supported by specific accomplishmentsBullets and white spaceUse target companies lingoSocial MediaLInkedIn is a mustWell groomed, brand-aligned, completed profile

https://www.linkedin.com/in/johnrhutchings/


Questions?



Don’t Network, Create Ambassadors 
Instead

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of network is o link you o people who have information and resources that can help you reach a goal.  Four phases –Meet and establish the relationshipBuild trust over time through repeated interactionsExchange mutually beneificial information and resourcesAsk for help with something this person is qualified to assist with and reciprocate when possible.Second level contacts are more pivotal in your search – they have access to information that you do not.  This is your goal.Peopoe who are closest to us have access to similar information.  Weaker ties have access to different people and different informationNetworking isn’t about asking for jobs – people won’t have any anyway – it’s about gathering information.  Sample scriopts on page 164Ambassadors – the key isn’t who you know, but what they know about you..  You can nework like crazy, but not create results.  Creating interactions is not creating abassodors.  Your ambassaodor must Clearly understand your Brand Value Proposition and targets (Plan A)Form a favorable impression about you which they can relay to othersA good networker is prepared, asks intelligent questions, is curouis and engaged, shares common interests and is positive.Select two accomplishments and the value you bring, then focus on learning about your new acquaintanceThe agenda page 172 and Tiara questions



How Else to Impress in Networking 
Meetings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Communicate specifically wha you are looking forClearly communicate what you are looking forKeep your documents and social media updatedShare specific companies that intersest youBe flexibileKeep the ball in your courrt



Impress in interviews

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advantages of traditional job sekers and you –comparison (page 184)What how why pag 186



Nail the first interview question



• Tell me about yourself = What are the top two or three 
qualities, skill sets or areas of expertise that will enable 
ou to excel in this role and set you apart from other 
candiaes. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tell me about yourself



End of workshop here
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